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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings this judicial complaint against a 

district judge (hereinafter 11subject judge") pursuant to the 

Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 u.s.c. §§ 351-364. The 

Act provides an administrative remedy for judicial "conduct 

prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of 

the business of the courts" and for judicial inability t o 

"discharge all the duties of off ice by reason of mental or 

physical disability." 28 U. S.C . § 351(a). 

Complainant filed a mal practice complaint against his 

former attorneys. His complaint was transferred to the district 

in which the defendants reside and assigned to the subj ect 

judge. Complainant moved to transfer the case back to the 

district in which it was filed and to recuse the subject judge , 

but his motions were denied. Complainant moved for appointment 

of counsel, and that motion was also denied. Hi s request for 

subpoenas was denied without prejudice to an explanation 



regarding his use of an address other than his address of record 

for return of the requested documents. Complainant's case 

remains pending in the district court. 

Complainant filed this judicial complaint against the 

subject district judge for "misconduct, possible disability, 

extreme bias and possible corruption" (Judicial Complaint at 1), 

based on the following allegations: 

1) the judge failed to take into account complainant's lack 
of transportation and physical impediments in denying his 
motion for appointment of counsel; 

2) the judge rejected his subpoenas for documents because 
the address to which he wanted the documents sent was not 
an address on record for complainant; 

3) the judge conducted legal searches that benefited 
defendants, but not complainant; 

4) the judge made prejudicial statements by suggesting in an 
order that complainant's case was weak; 

5) the judge improperly stated that there have been no 
issues with mailing notices to the complainant, despite 
the fact that a recent notice was not received by him; 
and 

6) the judge retaliated against complainant based on his 
prior complaint to the chi ef district judge and his prior 
appeal of the judge's improper decisions. 

The Judicial Conduct and Disability Act establishes an 

administrative remedy for judicial misconduct or disability. 

The procedure "is not designed as a substitute for, or 

supplement to, appeals or motions for reconsideration," In re 

Memorandum of Decision, 517 F.3d 558, 561 (U.S. Jud. Conf . 
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2008), and allegations that are "directly related to the merits 

of a decision or procedural ruling" are subject to dismissal 

under the Act. 28 U.S . C. § 352(b) (1) (A) (ii). If, however, the 

complainant demonstrates "clear and convincing evidence of a 

judge's arbitrary and intentional departure from prevailing law 

based on his or her disagreement with, or willful indifference 

to, that l aw," 517 F.3d at 562, or evidence that the judge's 

ruling was the result of a bribe, ex parte contact, racial bias, 

or other improper motive, Rule 3 (h) (3) (A), Rules for Judicial

Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings, a claim may be 

brought under the Act. 

The complainant must present "sufficient evidence to raise 

an inference that misconduct has occurred." 28 o .s.c. 

§ 352(b) (1) (A) (iii). If "the only support for the allegation of 

bad acts or motive is the merits of the judge 's ruling," the 

complaint must be dismissed . 

Cir. Jud. Counc il 2011). 

In re Doe, 640 F . 3d 869, 873 (8th 

Neither the judicial complaint nor the district court 

record reveals any basis for a misconduct claim. In denying 

complainant's motion for appointment of counsel, the judge acted 

in accordance with governing law by considering the possible 

strength and complexity of complainant's claims as well as 

complainant's capacity to pursue the claims without counsel . In 

denying complainant's motion for transfer and recusal, the judge 
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carefully set out the reasons why venue was proper in that 

district and why neither her prior decision nor complainant's 

prior complaint to the chief district judge provided a basis for 

recusal. The judge also set forth her reasons for denying 

complainant's request for subpoenas without prejudice . Although 

complainant alleges that the judge's legal research benefited 

only the defendants, the judge's orders ref le ct her careful 

attention to and application of the governing law. Complainant 

may disagree with the judge's assessment of the effect of his 

transportation issues and physical impediments, the reliability 

of his receipt of notices from the court, the strength and 

complexity of his claims, the proper venue for his claims, and 

the lack of reasonable grounds for questioning the judge's 

impartiality; however, his disagreement does not support his 

complaint of "misconduct, possible disability, extreme bias and 

possible corruption. " {Judicial Complaint at l}. 

This complaint is, accordingly, dismissed as merits 

related and lacking in factual support. 28 u.s.c. 

§ 352 {b) {1) {A) {ii) & (iii). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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